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"The exposed Douglas
fir rafters of both roofs
are lit by large roof
lights, creating a warm
and atmospheric
sense of enclosure"
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Location Dalkey, County Dublin
Site area 1112m²
Floor area 252m²
Value Undisclosed
Duration November 2017 – February 2019
BER A2
Client Private
Architect Robert Bourke Architects
Structural Engineer Dennis Kelly & Associates
Landscape Tim Austen & Associates
Interior design Nordic Elements
Contractor Principal Construction Limited
Photography Ste Murray
Text Robert Bourke Architects
Review Ross Melbourne MRIAI
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ur initial brief was to renovate and improve an
existing 1950s bungalow for a couple who were
downsizing from a much larger Victorian house in Co.
Wicklow. The bungalow was one of a row of four identical
houses on a sloping site in the south Dublin suburbs.
Having presented the clients with design options for
reconfiguring the original house, the clients’ preference
was to replace the house with a new structure that would
better suit their brief.
The new dwelling utilises a large pitched roof profile
with terracotta tiles, reflecting the strongest feature
of the three neighbouring houses. The triangular site
informed our decision to provide additional space to the
front of the house. This is achieved by adding a smaller,
pitched-roof pavilion which houses a guest bedroom for
visiting children and grandchildren. All rooms enjoy a
different view of the gardens, which are landscaped in
various ways to include an orchard, kitchen garden, lawn,
patios, dry garden, and wild garden.
Subtle level changes within the house and gardens
follow the contours of the sloping site. Exposed, boardmarked concrete is used for the retaining walls of the
gardens and the chimney breasts, which are structural
elements that support the main roof. A mezzanine living
room has a large window overlooking Dublin Bay and
views over the ground floor living spaces. The exposed
Douglas fir rafters of both roofs are lit by large roof lights,
creating a warm and atmospheric sense of enclosure.
The pavilion is expressed as a miniature version of the
main house and is connected to the dining area via a
glazed corridor. Unlike the main house, with its masonry
walls, the pavilion is constructed almost entirely from
solid Douglas fir posts and beams. Window frames are
concealed behind the posts to create the appearance of
an open frame. The corridor forms a threshold between
house, garden, and pavilion, and accommodates the
levels changes in between.

(previous page) 1. The new dwelling utilises a large pitched roof
profile with terracotta tiles, echoing the form of neighbouring houses
(this page) 2. Exposed Douglas fir rafters are a constant backdrop
that give a rhythm and scale to the interior 3. Exposed, boardmarked
concrete is used for the construction of the chimney breast, a
structural element that supports the main roof 4. A corridor between
the house and pavilion forms a threshold within a timber loggia
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First Floor
11. Loft
12. Sitting room
13. Office
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1. Guest bedroom
2. En suite
3. Dining area
4. Kitchen
5. Living room
6. Hall
7. WC
8. Utility room
9. Master en suite
10. Master bedroom
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Between roof and platform
by Ross Melbourne MRIAI
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"An all-encompassing roof can often be
experienced as an exercise in immersion, a
continuous field against which figures are
foregrounded to determine specific places"
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avilion House negotiates a triangular plot held between a
meandering stretch of Dalkey Avenue where it meets the
cul-de-sac of Burmah Close. The house concludes a quartet
of bungalows built in the 1930s by a speculative developer
which did not take advantage of the site’s greatest asset;
their arched doorways and bay windows addressed the street
and turned away from expansive views across Dublin Bay.
Each has been remodelled and extended over the years
to profit from their setting on the brow of the hillside. This
includes ‘Roncalli House’ next door, which Robert Bourke
Architects remodelled in 2014, a process that gave an
understanding of the conditions of the site when they were
commissioned to work on what became Pavilion House.
At planning stage, the existing suburban ensemble was
the yardstick against which the proposal was measured. The
design responds to its immediate context by assimilating the
building line of the adjoining properties while reproducing
the material palate of terracotta tiles and pebbledash.
Crucially, the height of the neighbour’s ridge line has
been respected. Maintaining this preserves the vista towards
Dublin Bay from Ardburgh Road. From the avenue, the roof
appears hipped when in fact it has been clipped to form
a mansard roof with a diaphanous skylight at its centre.
Deliberate shifts in scale and tailored detailing signal that a
more rarefied experience exists beyond the hedgerow that
ring-fences its corner site.
The architects have quartered the sail-shaped plot with
two retaining garden walls. A pair of pavilions meet at the
intersection of these axes and produce three wedge-shaped
external spaces that echo the original curtilage.
Built on a square plan, the modest guest pavilion sets
the tone on arrival. Its timber post-and-beam loggia
approximates the welcoming gesture of Gunnar Asplund’s
Woodland Chapel, at once elemental and refined. A roof light
at its centre washes light down a bisecting wall that braces
the roof structure. It functions as a quintessential diagramin-miniature of the main house to come, a sub-plot to its
protagonist sister pavilion.
Crossing the tiled doormat of the recessed entrance
porch, you arrive at the main hall in the middle of an
economical tripartite plan, two parts public and one part
private. The lobby has some of the spatial richness of the
central halls of homes from the arts and crafts era. Its semienclosed reception space affords glimpses of the variety of
spaces beyond. Thick walls housing stairs lead upwards and
downwards to rooms warmed by fireplaces. The eye is drawn
upwards to the trimmed apex that frames an opening to the
sky.
An all-encompassing roof can often be experienced as
an exercise in immersion, a continuous field against which
figures are foregrounded to determine specific places. Here,
the exposed Douglas fir rafters and warm honey-toned
plywood are a constant backdrop that give a rhythm and
scale to the interior. The fulcrum of the plan is the first
of a pair of board-marked concrete chimney breasts – an

ambiguous concrete figure counterpointing the filigree
rafters – that moors the wooden canopy of the roof to its
internal landscape.
Minor manipulations to the chimney-stack betray the
heft of its construction and reveal it to be a contingent form;
its stepped buttress profile responds to the fold of the roof,
tilting its stacked mass to balance on a rebated corner that
acts as a door stop. The affect of the minor gesture on the
major structural element gives it a sculptural character,
and does just enough for its entirety to read as a rotational
device. The pivotal hearth in this Wrightian pin-wheel
arrangement provides vertical emphasis to the unbounded
space, an open figure in a closed volume that anchors the
plan and knits together transition and social spaces.
Adjacent to the fireside seating area, the portico of the
guest pavilion is exposed to sidelong views.
There is a quiet drama where the diagonal overlap
between the two roof structures occurs. The purpose of the
architecture, rather than its function as a linking device, is
the opportunity to capture a fragment of the gallery’s roof
structure, and to craft an expansive diagonal connection
with the full depth of the site. This establishes the building’s
close association with the acclivity of the terrain.
Shaped in close association to the seaward slope, the
ground plane is responsive to each variegated condition,
undulating to define public and private domains. It is
wielded to mould a pedestal for the guest pavilion, a
concrete brim delimiting an orchard, a paved socle for a
dining patio, and a hollowed-out cradle for the sitting room,
overflowing downhill to form the terraced landscape of a
manicured lawn circumscribed by a wild-flower garden.
In ‘Platforms and Plateaus’, Jørn Utzon’s seminal essay
published in 1962, architecture is defined not by enclosure
but from the spaces delineated by the manipulation of the
ground plane; demarcation by elevation below floating roofs.
An architecture of promenades atop plinths where ‘there is
magic in the play between roof and platform’. This reciprocal
relationship has been explored in Pavilion House.
The tension between the rolling terrain and the roof that
floats above is best understood in section. Conceptually, the
sitting room is a cave-like box that has been sunk into the
crease of the land, unlocking space for the top-lit mezzanine
above. This central podium is ascended to reveal a roomsized dormer culminating in a sliding ribbon window that
captures a panoramic view of the Liffey valleys’ descent
into Dublin Bay. It is a revelation not just for its scenery,
but because it allows the horizon to be read as the constant
datum against which the stratum of platforms have been
calibrated.
On this remade corner of Dalkey Avenue, Pavilion House
strikes a balance between the unimposing demands it
makes of its site and the decorum shown to the scale of its
streetscape, while deftly adjusting its architecture of roofs
and platforms to construct a relationship with the macro
scale of its territory.
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